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International

Violence in Myanmar
Sectarian violence in Myanmar

threatens small businesses

owned by Muslims. 3

Aviation

Air France Strike Ends
The pilots’ union at Air France is

ending a two-week strike “in the

interest of passengers.” 3

Technology

Glut of iPhones in China
In a bad sign for Apple, Chinese

smugglers are struggling to sell

their stocks of the iPhone 6. 3

Comcast has a long corporate
tradition of smiling and wearing
beige no matter what kind of crit-
icisms are hurled at it. That pub-

lic posture is in keep-
ing with the low-key
approach favored by
Brian L. Roberts, the
company’s chief ex-
ecutive, as he seeks
to take over the

world. It’s worked very well so
far.

But in a filing submitted to the
Federal Communications Com-
mission last week in defense of
its proposed merger with Time
Warner Cable, the company
lashed out uncharacteristically at
its critics. And David L. Cohen,
Comcast’s chief lobbyist, contin-
ued the salvo in comments to re-
porters and in his written re-
marks. 

Watching Comcast’s ballistic
response to opponents of its $45
billion takeover bid was a bit like
watching a campaign debate go
off the rails. The front-runner,
ahead by 20 points, is besieged by
ankle-biters who suggest he is a
lout and a bully. He finally loses it
and goes off on his opponents in a
fury, generally acting like, well, a
bully. 

That’s one way to make a big
lead go away. 

In baring its teeth, Comcast
sought to show that the compa-
nies now opposing the deal were
using public interest arguments
to advance private business
agendas. It said these companies
had privately sought $5 billion in
concessions from Comcast before
going public with their opposi-
tion. 

In a thick document bristling
with arguments on its own be-
half, Comcast used quite a bit of
ink and hot rhetoric on those who
would lay it low, saying in part:
“The significance of this extor-
tion lies in not just the sheer au-
dacity of some of the demands,
but also the fact that each of the 
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By EDWARD WYATT

WASHINGTON — As a lobby-
ist for the cable and wireless in-
dustries, Tom Wheeler played a
role in shaping almost every ma-
jor telecommunications policy
and innovation over the last three
decades.

Cable and telephone deregula-
tion. Internet service in schools
and libraries. C-SPAN.

None of them, though, have
generated as much public inter-
est as net neutrality, the policy
most likely to define his time as
chairman of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission.

In the last few months, Mr.
Wheeler’s guidelines for net neu-
trality, the concept that users
should have equal access to any
legal online content, have be-
come a lightning rod for crit-
icism. More than 3.7 million com-
ments about the policy have
flowed to the commission. Many
of them argue that Mr. Wheeler’s
plan does not go far enough to
protect an open Internet.

Underlying much of the crit-
icism has been Mr. Wheeler’s
long history as a lobbyist or in-
vestor in companies he now reg-
ulates. But almost a year into the
job, Mr. Wheeler has established
a record as a formidable oppo-
nent to the industries he used to
represent.

This year, he joined the Justice
Department’s antitrust division
in opposing the proposed merger
of Sprint and T-Mobile, the third-
and fourth-largest cellphone
companies. That opposition led
Sprint’s parent, SoftBank, to
abandon the deal. This month, he
strongly hinted that mobile
broadband would likely to be sub-
ject to the same rules as wired
broadband, a change from his ini-
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By DAVID STREITFELD

The authors are uniting.
Last spring, when Amazon began dis-

couraging customers from buying books
published by Hachette, the writers grum-
bled that they were pawns in the retailer’s
contract negotiations over e-book prices.
During the summer, they banded togeth-
er and publicly protested Amazon’s ac-
tions.

Now, hundreds of other writers, includ-
ing some of the world’s most distin-
guished, are joining the coalition. Few if
any are published by Hachette. And they
have goals far broader than freeing up the
Hachette titles. They want the Justice De-
partment to investigate Amazon for ille-
gal monopoly tactics. 

They also want to highlight the issue
being debated endlessly and furiously on

writers’ blogs: What are the rights and
responsibilities of a company that sells
half the books in America and controls the
dominant e-book platform?

Andrew Wylie, whose client roster of
heavyweights in literature is probably
longer than that of any other literary
agent, said he was asking all his writers
whether they wanted to join the group,
Authors United. Among those who have
said yes, Mr. Wylie said in a phone in-
terview from Paris, are Philip Roth,
Orhan Pamuk, Salman Rushdie, V. S. Nai-
paul and Milan Kundera.

“It’s very clear to me, and to those I
represent, that what Amazon is doing is
very detrimental to the publishing in-
dustry and the interests of authors,” the
agent said. “If Amazon is not stopped, we 
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Philip Roth has joined hundreds of writers, including Nobel laureates, taking
on Amazon over its fight with Hachette over pricing for e-books. 

Literary Lions Unite in Protest
Over Amazon’s E-Book Tactics
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By MATT RICHTEL

Tobacco companies, long considered
public health enemy No. 1, have suddenly
positioned themselves as protectors of
consumer well-being in the digital age. 

They are putting out among the
strongest health warnings in the fledgling
e-cigarette industry, going further even
than the familiar ones on actual ciga-
rettes, a leading cause of death. It has left
the industry’s critics scratching their
heads and deeply skeptical.

One warning, from Altria, maker of
Marlboros, reads in part: “Nicotine is ad-

on to say that nicotine can cause dizzi-
ness, nausea and stomach pains, and may
worsen asthma. 

“When I saw it, I nearly fell off my
chair,” said Dr. Robert K. Jackler, a pro-
fessor at the Stanford School of Medicine
where he leads research into cigarette
and e-cigarette advertising. MarkTen also
warns that e-cigarettes are not a smoking
cessation product, a warning that also ap-
pears on Vuse from Reynolds.

“Is this part of a noble effort for the
betterment of public health, or a cynical 

The warnings, which are entirely vol-
untary and are seen by some as attempts
to reduce legal liability or burnish corpo-
rate reputations, generally exceed what
amounts to modest cautions, silence or
even positive health claims from smaller
e-cigarette makers. 

One on a pack of nicotine cartridges
for MarkTen e-cigarettes, for instance, the
brand Altria is introducing nationwide,
runs more than 100 words. People with
heart disease, high blood pressure and di-
abetes should not use the product, the la-
bel says. Neither should children. It goes

dictive and habit forming, and is very tox-
ic by inhalation, in contact with the skin,
or if swallowed.”

Another, from Reynolds American,
maker of Camels, says the product is not
intended for persons “who have an un-
stable heart condition, high blood pres-
sure, or diabetes; or persons who are at
risk for heart disease or are taking medi-
cine for depression or asthma.”

They appear on the packaging for the
companies’ e-cigarettes, which are part of
a fast-growing industry that the tobacco
companies are maneuvering to dominate. 

Bluntly Dire Warnings From Big Tobacco on Electronic Cigarettes 
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By RAVI SOMAIYA

A few weeks ago, as scandals engulfed the Na-
tional Football League, The New Yorker maga-
zine’s cover showed a player being chased down
the field by police officers. 

During the height of the demonstrations in Fer-
guson, Mo., last month, its cover depicted protest-
ers with their hands raised, illuminated by the
harsh glare of floodlights. 

And early this year, as the Winter Olympics got
underway in Sochi, Russia, the cover lampooned
Vladimir V. Putin as a figure skater being assessed

which have been drawn or painted by artists each
week since its founding in 1925, frequently reflect,
or subvert, the news. 

The turning point is around Sept. 11, 2001, Mr.
Remnick said, when The New Yorker ran a black
cover with a black silhouette of the twin towers, by
the Pulitzer Prize-winning artist Art Spiegelman,
who has long collaborated with his wife and the
magazine’s art editor, Françoise Mouly. 

Since then a number of The New Yorker’s cov-
ers have made headlines of their own. Several stood

by five judges — all of them Mr. Putin. 
Those three images, among others, signal a

shift in The New Yorker’s cover art toward the topi-
cal and provocative. 

For most of its existence, the magazine special-
ized in covers that its current editor, David Rem-
nick, characterized, with some notable exceptions,
as “a lot of abandoned beach houses, bowls of fruit
and covers reflecting the change of seasons.”

At The New Yorker’s Midtown offices, a wall of
covers arranged in chronological order shows a dis-
tinct change in tone. Today, the magazine’s covers,

A Shift From Polite to Provocative
The New Yorker’s Covers, Once Calmly Decorative, Now Tackle Current Events — With Bite

LEFT COVER BY FRANÇOISE MOULY AND ART SPIEGELMAN; MIDDLE THREE BY BARRY BLITT; RIGHT BY ERIC DROOKER
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Barry Blitt, in his Con-
necticut studio, is one of
the fastest and most pro-
lific of cover artists for
The New Yorker, and his
subjects, including the
middle three above, have
grown to include risky
and current topics.
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